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Magnetic Field Behavior of a Josephson-Junction Array: Two-Dimensional
on a Periodic Substrate

Flux Transport

Richard A. Webb, Richard F. Voss, G. Grinstein, and P. M, Horn
IBM Thomas J. Watson Research Center, E'oxktoun Heights, Nese Fork 10598
(Received 14 January 1983)
This Letter reports measurements down to 3 mK of the magnetic field dependence of
the resistance and critical current of a weakly coupled periodic array of Josephson junctions. Below 700 mK the resistance is an oscillatory function of field. The temperature
dependence of the resistance for integral numbers of flux quanta per cell suggests the
existence of a Kosterlitz-~houless transition involving the unbinding of defects in the
flux lattice.
PACS numbers:

The pioneering

74. 50.+r, 05.70. Fh, 74.60.Qe

ideas of Kosterlitz and Thou-

less' have stimulated considerable theoretical
on the problems of vortex unbinding and
work
melting in two dimensions (2D) on both smooth
and periodic substrates. The bulk of the experihas considered the resistive
mental work'
transition in thin-film granular superconductors
in terms of vortex unbinding on a smooth substrate. Similar measurements" in the presence
of a magnetic field are suggestive of (smooth substrate) flux-lattice melting. Recent experiments

"

on Josephson junction" and proximity-coupled
superconducting"'
arrays have also provided

"

some verification of vortex-unbinding predictions.
These arrays can be more homogeneous than other experimental systems and the relevant parameters can be directly measured or calculated. As
shown in this Letter, however, it is the spatial
periodicity of the array that leads to dramatic
new effects not possible on a smooth substrate.
As background, an idealized infinite superconducting film can support magnetic flux only in
quantized vortices. Under the influence of the
Lorentz force from a driving current, vortex motion gives rise to a finite voltage and nonzero resistance R. Although the net flux must vanish in
zero magnetic field, equal numbers of positive
and negative thermally excited vortices can be
present. At low T these vortices exist only as
bound pairs and, hence, R =0. Finite driving
currents or higher temperatures cause some
pairs to unbind and lead to R & 0. A magnetic
fields introduces vortices of one polarity in addition to any thermally excited ones. In the absence of thermal excitation and substrate potential, the mutual repulsion of these vortices would
lead to a regular lattice with spacing determined
solely by H. In arrays, however, this natural
periodicity interacts with the periodic substrate
potential and, as with charge density waves,
690

leads to commensurate-incommensurate
transport effects as H is varied. The fundamental
periodicity with H has been observed in many
modulated superconducting structures" '~' and
is qualitatively well understood. When the natural flux spacing is commensurate with the substrate there is a large energy barrier for transport. At other spacings the vortex-vortex repulsion competes with the substrate potential and
the effective barrier is lowered. In this Letter,
we present new array measurements which suggest that the transport properties at commensurate values of H are dominated by defects (positive and negative vacancies) in the flux lattice.
Since these defects interact with the logarithmic
2D Coulomb potential, we expect a KosterlitzThouless (KT) transition at which the defect pairs

"

unbind.

"

The fabrication details of the weakly coupled
all-Nb array have been previously reported.
As
shown in Fig. 1(a), the basic structure consists
of two types of superconducting grains; squares
and crosses. Whenever a cross overlaps a
square a 1 p. m by 1 pm Josephson junction is
formed. The fundamental cell is the smallest
unit surrounded by a loop containing four Josephson junctions and is 64 p. m' in area. The entire
0.8X 0.8-mm' array contains 20000 junctions and
10000 such cells. The capacitance of each junction is O. l pF and the normal-state resistance is
50 000 B. Four-terminal I-V measurements were
made on the sample which was placed inside the
mixing chamber of a, dilution refrigerator in a.
shielded nonmagnetic environment.
In zero magnetic field, measurements" of the
maximum apparent critical current I, of the en-

tire array correspond to a minimum vortex-unbinding temperature

TK~ of 15 mK. Although

the

zero-bias resistance R, (T) fits the expected form
over a decade in temperature with this TK» de-
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periodicity begins to develop at low H and, as T
is lowered, extends progressively to higher II.
The (N+ -', )y, superlattice is barely visible in
Fig. 2 but extends beyond 25@p at the lowest T.
At constant H, R, (T) drops rapidly with decreasing T, while at constant T, R, (H) eventually increases with increasing H as a result of the large
number of field-induced vortices. The bottom
trace in Fig. 2 shows I, (H) at 3.6 mK and demonstrates that the relation between R, (H) and I, (JI)
is similar to that for a single junction; as the effective barrier I, increases, the rate of thermally excited flux transport Rp across the barrier
decreases. There are, however, detailed differences. Here, the apparent I, characterizes the
rapid avalanche of flux simultaneously across the
entire array (I, is the single-junction critical current i, times the number of junctions across the
array). R, on the other hand, characterizes the
slow transport of individual quanta (possibly one
barrier at a time) with small driving force.
The most unexpected feature in Fig. 2 is the
development below 50 mK of minima in-the lower
envelope

(y

=Neap, )

for

~H~

= 5-7 G [(15-25)cp,j.

This effect has not been seen in other modulated
structures. Surprisingly, below 30 mK, R, (Ny, )
in this region is very nearly equal to the resistance at H =0 and almost zero. Naively, one expects an R, (H) at all T similar to that shown at
162 mK; at large H the amplitude of the oscillations should decrease (partly as a result of inhomogeneities) and approach the familiar fluxflow resistance Rp~H. For the range of H shown
in Fig. 2, we expect little change in the individual
junction's i, . Since the Nyp commensurate minima require both a substrate potential (varying as
i, ) and a vortex-vortex repulsive interaction, the
different behavior of different minima thus reflects the importance of the vortex-vortex interaction. We do not have a qualitative explanation
for the existence of a minimum in R, (Ny, ). presumably its position and amplitude are sensitive
functions of the substrate potential and vortex interactions (including dielectric screening by the
commensurate background) in this particular ar

ray.

It is, however, possible to understand qualita, tively the temperature dependence of R, (Ny, ) within the following physical framework. At y =Ny„
the ground state corresponds to exactly Nyp in
each cell. As the temperature is raised, defects
can be thermally generated. These defects are
positive and negative vacancies (corresponding to
N+ 1 and N- 1 flux quanta in nearby cells) simi692
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lar to the vortex-antivortex pairs in zero field.
The energy necessary to create a defect pair at
~ (N+ 1)'+ (N —1)' —2N', is
large separation,

~

of N. Unlike the smooth-substrate
limit, however, the remaining vortices have commensurate long-range order imposed by the substrate. This flux lattice remains pinned to the
array structure and it is only the free defects
that move with a weak driving field. In the language of the Coulomb gas, the commensurate
flux lattice can lead to only dielectric screening.
Consequently, the low-T interaction between defects is logarithmic in their separation and at
some critical temperature T, there should be a
independent

Kosterlitz- Thouless unbinding transition. This
scenario predicts that the behavior of R, (¹p, )
should be similar to the behavior at H = 0 except

¹

that the transition temperature could depend on
Thus, the local minimum in Ro(N@, ) around
20yp corresponds to a local maximum in T, .
The proposal of a defect-unbinding transition,
in fact, accounts for the behavior of R, (T) at the
local minimum near 20yp where the T dependence
is largest. In analogy with zero-field vortex unbinding, we expect the unbound defects to give a
~ exp[- B/(T —T, )"'] to R, for
contribution

~

T &T,. To test this prediction, it is necessary to
isolate the effects of the field-induced vortices.
We make a crude correction for the nonzero Qp
at H = 0 by subtracting this value from the finiteH data to yield bR =R, (H) -R, (0). In Fig. 3 we
display the AT =T -T, dependence of hR at several N about the minimum at N= 20. At each N,
T, was chosen to yield the best straight line in
Fig. 3. Below 15 mK the relative subtraction er10
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FIG. 3. AR vs 1/d T at selected N. The straight
line is a fit to expected form for a Kosterlitz-Thouless
transition.
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rors become too large to yield reliable plots.

1181 (1973).

Remarkably, all of our data about N =20 show
the same universal dependence of hR on 4T.
Moreover, a rough fit to the expected form for
hR (the solid line in Fig. 3) gives a value for the
constant B = 1.68 K'" that is consistent with both
our measured value for vortex-unbinding at II = 0
(8 = 2. 8 K"') and the theoretical estimate (8 = 3
K"') for our array A. s shown in Fig. 3, the different R, (Ncp, ) correspond to a field-dependent T,
with a maximum T, = 6 mK at N = 20. Away from
the local minimum R, (~H~ & 4 G or [H~ & 7. 5 G in
Fig. 2), the best-fit value for T, —0 (even for N
= 1). A detailed calculation of T, is, however,
beyond the scope of this paper.
In summary, our low-T measurements of the
flux mobility in a weakly coupled array demonstrate the great utility of such artificial structures in understanding and probing 2D physics.
Our R, (P) measures the transport properties of
interacting particles on a 2D periodic substrate
where the particle density is a continuous function of H and we show the existence of the commensurate N+ & superlattice. Furthermore,
our measurements suggest that defect motion
dominates transport at integer numbers of quanta
per cell and we introduce the concept of a defectunbinding transition to understand the temperature dependence of R, (Ny, ). The surprising N dependence remains, however, unexplained.
We gratefully acknowledge many helpful discussions with S. Faris, A. Davidson, and C. Jayaprakash.
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